
Hooks
Our robust hooks have been designed to securely attach Echo 
Barrier products to most temporary fencing systems for smaller 
diameter fencing, simply reverse the hook. When additional noise 
control is needed, our barriers are designed to be double layered 
on the same hooks

ATTACHMENT ACCESSORIES 
FOR RAPID INSTALLATION

INDIVIDUAL FOLD FOR STORAGE H2O ENCLOSURE

DEMOLITION - CONSTRUCTION CUTTING STATION

Fitting Kit 
Echo Barrier supplies the only purpose-designed acoustic barrier
fitting kit on the market. Avaiable for fencing or scaffolding, each 
kit contains two elastic ties and a hook: the corner of one barrier 
hangs on the hook of its adjoining barrier. You only need one kit 
per barrier

Vertical Fitting Kit  
Our vertical fitting kit allow you to hang barrier-from-barrier securely
to create a vertical screen. Perfect for addressing challenges
on more unusual and difficult projects.

Elastic Ties
Our specially designed elastic ties help you rapidly secure our 
barriers in place, making sure there’s no acoustic leakage.

Anti-theft Cable
Simply weave our vinyl-covered multi-strand cable through the 
eyes of each barrier and the fencing, and secure with a padlock 
through each looped end.

MDS BARRIERS 
610 N. Mountain Rd Newington CT 06111 
www.mdsbarriers.com Tel:  860-289-8033

MDS Barriers is a division of Endoto Corp

• Lightweight
• Weatherproof
• Fire Resistant

ECHO BARRIER H9 
NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM

Echo Barrier enclosures provide temporary noise control for a wide 
range of generators, compressors and workstations. Echo barrier 
enclosures are lightweight, waterproof, easily assembled in a few 
minutes and portable enough to move with the job.
They provide temporary noise control in sensitive sites, screening 
generators, compressors or HVAC equipment. As a workstation 
they provide a safe working environment to allow the siting of 
cutting stations or other noise sources close to work areas.

Part #: MDS-SB-ECHO-BUTTON 

Part #: MDS-SB-ECHO-E-TIES

MDS-SB-ECHO-ATC

Part #: MDS-SB-ECHO-HOOK 

MDS-C-SB-ECHO-FK01


